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TALKS WrrH rBA ON 29.08.2019

. Vr/e reproduce hereunder the full text of Circular No.0B dated the 31't August
2019 issued by Com.Sanjeev K. Bandlish, General Secretary. National

Confederation of Bank Employees (NCBE) appending therein the UFBU Circular
No.06 datecl 31.08.2019 issued by Com. Sanjeev K. Bandlish, Convenor, United

Forum oi Bank Unions (UFBU), for information of all affiliates and members,

"Talks with IBA on 29-8-2019

After a gap of two months, one more round of discussion took place between IBA

and UFBU at Mumbai on 29-8-2019. IBA team was led by Shri Rajkiran Rai G,

Chairman of the Negotiating Committee. UFBU was represented by all our 9

constituent unions.

Initiating the discussions, IBA said that they reiterate their earlier offer of 10olo plus

additional emoluments linked to perlormance of Banks as per the formula proposed

by them and that this formula needs to be discussed and finalized. IBA also said
that regarding the mandate issue, they had come up to cover upto Scale V officers
but this issue also needs to be finalized so that the concerned Banks may go to
their Boards for approval.

From our side, we informed that with all the 9 unions participating in the
discussions, attempts should be taken to take the discussions forward and to
expedite the settlement at the earliest. We informed that their 10%o offer is much
below cur expectations and IBA's offer needs to be improved substantially. We also

informed that we are not against discussing their formula so long as the
perforniance linked emoluments are in addition to the mutually agreed wage
revision. We also raised the demands like 5 day banking, finalization of other
demands, discussion in improvement in NPS, family pension, updation of pension,
^t;rt t-.

IBA infoi'med these issues can be discussed further during discussions. They also
said lhat they would constitute a sub-committee to discuss the performance linked
emoluments formula so that a final view can be taken, IBA also said that then
only, tliey will be able to considerfurther improvement in their offer and mandate,

Thereafter, we had discussions on renewal of medical insurance policy for the next
year. IBA informed that quotations have been received to renew the policy and
shortly- a decision would be taken to renew the policy.

After the meeting with IBA, in the UFBU meeting, it was decided to hold UFBU
meeting at Delhi on 1l-th September to discuss and take a view on the IBA's
5tandpoint.

With grr.:etings,"
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